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YOUR URBAN
SECURITY PARTNER
A DISCUSSION WITH OUR CLIENTS OVER A NEWSLETTER

PRIVATE SECURITY
INDUSTRY PLAYS
IMPORTANT ROLE IN
COUNTRY’S ECONOMY: PM

" We at FWG inherit a
strong presence into
systematic intuitive
security solutions that

Tun Mahathir urges private security industry to
hire more locals for their security needs.

coexist together with

KUALA LUMPUR — Prime Minister Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad
today stressed that the private security services industry
played an important role in contributing to the country’s
economy, both directly and indirectly.
He said the industry was capable of bringing in sophisticated
security technology to country, and at the same time,
potentially produce security innovations that could be
marketed locally and abroad.
“This is where the challenge lies for security services industry
operators, which is to balance their responsibilities as
entrepreneurs and at the same time, deliver creative and
innovative security products"he said at the 2019 Malaysian
Security Services Industry Excellence Awards event.
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our reliable physical
strong secured
ecosystem for our
respective clients ."

Mr. Krishnan Sukumaran
Executive Director
FWG Global

Many irresponsible security companies are
employing and getting engaged with illegal
foreign workers to cut corners and serve their
security headcount needs. This inevitably
decreases the quality of service in the security
industry. These illegal , untrained security guards
cause various disciplinary problems that unease
the client's perception on security vendors.

Reliability, performance,
scalability, security – all
out-of-the box with FWG
Security Solutions

We, FWG , strictly hire legal and well trained guard
from Nepal and exquisite talented local personnel
to fit into our security radius.

RESPONSIVE
ESCORT
SECURITY
SERVICES
FWG has spread it's wing into Escort Security
Services and with this service in line, we
have partnered with DHL to escort all the
high value cargo till it reaches its respective
destination. We ensure that all our armed
personnels are certified and trained to
perform this task smoothly without any
critical interference.
High value cargo are escorted by our security
vehicles which are equipped with FWG's GPS
Tracking System integrated with Panic
Button for responsive actions, accompanied
by trained and armed personnel, gives our
client ,DHL an end to end high value security
depth.
CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT OUR ESCORT SECURITY
SERVICES.
reachus@fwg.my
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